BAKERIE
DRINKS LIST

AUTUMN / WINTER 2015/16
OVER 50 WINES BY THE GLASS!
35 LISTED HERE AND ANOTHER 16 REGULARLY CHANGING WINES IN THE
JUKEBOX SO THERE’S ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW TO TRY.
THE REST OF THE LIST WILL ALSO BE REGULARLY REFRESHED WITH BIN-ENDS AND SPECIALS.
CHECK THE BOARDS FOR MORE FOR DETAILS.

WINE WEDNESDAYS

SPECIAL EVENT TASTINGS

DOUBLE CREDIT ON THE JUKEBOX
CHECK WITH STAFF FOR DETAILS.

JOIN OUR MAILING LIST
FOR ADVANCE INFO.

PRIVATE & GROUP TASTINGS

TASTING EVENTS

NOVICES, ENTHUSIASTS,
DOWNRIGHT SMARTYPANTS,
WE CAN ACCOMMODATE!

SIGN UP TO THE MAILING LIST FOR
FREQUENT UPDATES.

BAKERIEMANCHESTER

45 LEVER STREET NQ
MANCHESTER, M1 1DN
0161 236 9014
INFO@BAKERIE.CO.UK

BY THE GLASS
FIZZ
PROSECCO PRIMEVAL COLLE EUGANEI (ITALY) £5.25 GLS
fresh, fruity, elegant and floral. wonderful aperitif. great bottle too!

WHITES
SANGLIER WHITE (SOUTH OF FRANCE) | 175ML £4.50 / 250ML £6.10 / BTL £16.95
crisp, refreshing, fruity blend of ugni blanc and colombard with notes of apple and pepper. named after a wild pig,
presumably not a tory voter.
LE CHAPEAU NOIR SAUVINGON BLANC (SOUTH OF FRANCE) | 175ML £4.60 / 250ML £6.20 / BTL £17.95
this (under a different label) is house wine at the ivy ffs! fresh, persistent palate; citrus, gooseberries and tropical fruits abound.
IL CARRETTO BIANCO (PUGLIA, ITALY) | 175ML £4.60 / 250ML £6.20 / BTL £17.95
soft, lively malvasia which is full of thirst-quenching citrus fruit. cecilia beretta makes some of the most lauded wines in italy.
L’EGLISE VERMENTNO (PAYS D’OC, FRANCE) | 175ML £4.75 / 250ML £6.50 / BTL £18.95
fresh and zesty. pear, lime and grapefruit flavours with a gorgeous nettly edge. made by former winemaker of the year, matt thomson.
EL CIRCO MACABEO (ARAGON, SPAIN) | 175ML £4.65 / 250ML £6.25 / BTL £17.95
fruit grenade incoming! apple and pear aromas with herbal and spicy notes. crisp and delicate, with flavours of lemon, grapefruit, almond, banana and pineapple.
so that’s your five a day sorted.
SANGOMA CHENIN (RIEBEEK VALLEY, SOUTH AFRICA | 175ML £4.95 / 250ML £7.15 / £20.95
lovely orchard and tropical fruit flavours, off dry and subtle. a south african white that doesn’t oppress (the taste buds).
PINOT GRIGIO TERRAPIENO (VENETO, ITALY | 175ML £6.00 / 250ML £8.20 / £23.95
proper pinot grigio from an outstanding single vineyard. classic nose of vibrant pear fruit with hints of delicate spice and biscuit.
great weight, acidity and length. as unlike nasty cheap pinot grigio as you could ever imagine.
DOMAINE PEIRIERE PLATINUM CHARDONNAY (MINERVOIS, FRANCE | 175ML £4.95 / 250ML £7.15 / BTL £20.95
elegant hazelnut and acacia nose; lengthy palate with notes of white flowers and peach. long refreshing finish. platinum chardonnay;
an unusual blend but it seems to work.
TORRONTES AMALAYA (ARGENTINA) | 175ML £5.70 / 250ML £8.10 / £23.95
amalaya is the essence of summer, bursting with exotic perfume on the nose and a rapier-sharp finish (-matthew jukes).
personally i suspect mr jukes may be spending his summers in a different country.
MISSION SAUVIGNON BLANC (MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND) | 175ML £5.95 / 250ML £8.45 / BTL £24.95
intense bouquet of blackcurrant, white flower, passion fruit and herbal notes. lovely weight and balance. gorgeous.
TERRA D’ALTER ALVARINHO (ALENTEJO, PORTUGAL) | 175ML £5.95 / 250ML £8.45 / BTL £24.95
alvarinho’s distinctly aromatic characteristics reminiscent of peach, lemon, passionfruit and orange zest in abundance here.
drinking….drinking…gone! “crisp, yet subtle, with an array of tropical and citrus fruits that mingle with the subtler notes of
spearmint and mineral.” – new york times wine club
ROUSSANNE LA CROIX (PAYS D’OC, FRANCE) (VEGAN) | 175ML £5.95 / 250ML £8.45 / BTL £24.95
owned for over 30 years by two brothers who should probably get out more, this roussanne certainly doesn’t have to put on the
red light to get attention. jasmine on the nose followed by a juicy lemon and pear scented palate. medium bodied with a lovely
lemon sherbet finish.
KAVAKLIDERE CANKAYA (TURKEY) | 175ML £5.15 / 250ML £7.25 / BTL £20.95
this used to be by the bottle only, but we really want peopleto try it! pronounced citrus and white fruits; lovely, crisp yet richly
textured palate. a bit of an eye opener.
FALANGHINA, FUEDI DI SAN GREGORIO (CAMPANIA, ITALY) | 175ML £5.25 / 250ML £7.45 / £21.95
a charismatic little bugger. flavoursome, intense, savoury, herbaceous, good weight. oh yes.

REDS
SANGLIER RED (SOUTH OF FRANCE) | 175ML £4.50 / 250ML £6.10 / BTL £16.95
ripe berry fruit, savoury cranberry edge. the style is blended for consistency but they keep changing the grapes.
every. time. i. write. a. new. list! so grenache, carignon and possible a.n. other at every given moment.
LE CHAPEAU NOIR CABERNET SAUVIGNON (PAYS D’OC, FRANCE) | 175ML £4.60 / 250ML £6.20 / BTL £17.95
yes, once more we have plundered the ivy’s house wine list for us mere plebs to drink cheap. nose of black fruit and subtle spices.
lovely soft blackcurrant fruit with hints of liquorice.
PANUL MERLOT (VALLE CENTRAL, CHILE) | 175ML £4.75 / 250ML £6.50 / BTL £18.95
this wine screams out pure ripe merlot fruit. intense, dark and silky with a lovely leafy freshness.
CALUSARI PINOT NOIR (ROMANIA) | 175ML £4.85 / 250ML £6.75 / BTL £19.95
“….delivered a satisfying hit of exotically dark, distinctly pinot-ish fruit.” – fiona beckett, the guardian
DOMAINE PEIRIERE PLATINUM MOURVEDRE (MINERVOIS, FRANCE) | 175ML £4.95 / 250ML £7.15 / BTL £20.95
pepper and dark berry fruit aromas with hints of truffle. leather and stewed fruits with hints of wild game (and i’m a vegan,
so yeah, weird) and spice. drink plentifully & give thanks.
RIOJA UNUELA (RIOJA, SPAIN) (VEGAN) | 175ML £5.45 / 250ML £7.70 / BTL £22.95
aromas of fresh red fruit and liquorice. lovely bright, soft crunchy fruit. damn fine rioja.
EXCELSIOR SHIRAZ (SOUTH AFRICA) (VEGAN) | 175ML £5.45 / 250ML £7.70 / BTL £22.95
aromas of dark cherry, sweet violet and hints of pepper. a fairly weighty, full-on style but with a fresh minerality
that just keeps you pouring.
MALBEC VALENTIN BIANCHI (ARGENTINA) (VEGAN) | 175ML £5.95 / 250ML £8.40 / BTL £24.95
an antidote to the claying malbecs that are so trendy nowadays. classic plum and violet nose, medium-bodied, elegant and lovely,
with a rich mouthfeel, soft silkiness and pleasing ripe fruit character. terrific.
BIFERNO RISERVA, TOR DEL COLLE (MOLISE, ITALY) | 175ML £5.95 / £8.40 / BTL £24.95
predominantly montepulciano, this is a wonderfully aromatic and seductive wine with a cherry and floral lift.
deep plum and liquorice richness with an earthy feel. then before you know it it’s 4am and you’ve woken up on the settee.
that kind of wine.
ALFROCHEIRO TERRA D’ALTER (ALENTEJO, PORTUGAL) | 175ML £5.95 / 250ML £8.45 / BTL £24.95
perculiar….but wow! gently spiced, smoky and pure, rich cherryish fruit and a delicate briar nose. delicious, soft black fruits,
seductive spiciness and firmly juicy finish, slicked with balsamic and liquorice notes, and a seemingly endless finish.
sweet and juicy or crazy and wild? hyde park or altamont? you decide.
SANGIOVESE FANTINI (ABRUZZO, ITALY) | 175ML £5.45 / 250ML £7.70 / BTL £22.95
viibrant nose of red fruit, cherries and herbal characters. bright and fruity, strawberry and morello cherry flavours
with subtle vanilla from the oak. well-balanced, well-structures and well-good value.
KAVAKLIDERE YAKUT (TURKEY) | 175ML £5.45 / 250ML £7.70 / BTL £22.95
top-end yakut (there are a few ‘less-good’ versions around). a blend of bogaz kere, okuzgozu amd carignona. intense,
complex spicy red with a powerful but measured finish.
AGLIANICO FEUSO DI SAN GREGORIO (CAMPANIA, ITALY) | 175ML £5.25 / 250ML £7.45 / £21.95
grown near mount vesuvius. ripe red and black fruit aromas with notes of herbs and mint. intensely fruited and
flavourful without being overbearing. lovely savoury edge. like a volcano.

ROSE, SWEET & FORTIFIED
SANGILIER ROSE (SOUTH FRANCE) | 175ML £4.50 / 250ML £6.10 / BTL £16.95
rounded, vibrant… pink. deliciously fresh, dry rose with lovely
SANTA ROSA WHITE ZINFANDEL (NAPA, USA) | 175ML £4.75 / 250ML £6.50 / BTL £18.95
pretty in pink. fresh and lively with an appealing aroma of strawberries and cream and a succulent finish.
LUIS ALEGRE RIOJA ROSE (RIOJA, SPAIN) | 175ML £5.45 / 250ML £7.70 / BTL £22.95
wonderfully balanced &structured with ripe, restrained fruits.
LA VIE EN ROSE PROVENCE (FRANCE) | 175ML £5.95 / 250ML £8.45 / BTL £24.95
ESSENCIA ORANGE MUSCAT (USA) | 50ML £3.50 / 100ML £5.85 / 375ML BTL £25.95
100% orange muscat. heady, perfumed, delicious aromas of orange blossom and apricot.
ELYSSIUM BLACK MUSCAT (USA) | 50ML £3.50 / 100ML £5.85 / 375ML BTL £25.95
unique, aromatic, sweet red that shows great class.
BOUSQUET FORTIFIED MALBEC (ARGENTINA) | 50ML £4.25 / 100ML £6.25 / £26.95
made like port wine…but in argentina….with malbec grapes!

BUBBLES
CHAMPAGNE
we’ve tried weird and wonderful, we’ve tried big names, but we’ve always ended up feeling either obscurest or a bit cheapened…
so now we’re focusing on this fantastic little known producer, h. blin! blin primarily uses one of the most amazing grape
varieties of the region, pinot meunier, to make unique, flavoursome wines with subtle freshness and fruitiness.
we love blin champagnes and we really want people to try them! that’s why they are seriously well-priced and we’ll be showcasing them with a number of tastings.
keep an eye out for them!
all blin champagnes are veggie and organic.
H. BLIN N.V. | BTL £29.95 / HALF BTL £16.95
bronze medal i.w.c. 2015
“an attractive yeasty character to this fresh wine. apples and a touch of toast mingle easily. crisp and rich,
a very satisfying combination”- wine enthusiast.
H. BLIN ROSE | BTL £33.95
“soft, ripe rose…bottle maturity that blends easily with attractive crisp acidity and a fragrant rosehip character”
– roger voss, ‘wine enthusiast’.
H.BLIN BLANC DE BLANCS | BTL £39.95
“fresh, crisp and appley, with richness and touches of yellow fruits. delicious. 88/100” – ‘wine enthusiast’
H. BLIN VINTAGE 2006 | BTL £39.95
silver medal i.w.c. 2015
“a fine vintage bandwidth developed aromas, digestive biscuit and a full-flavoured praline mousse of freshness and distinction”
– ‘the wine gang’
DOMAINE FLEURY CARTE ROUGE N.V. (ORGANIC/VEGAN/BIODYNAMIC) | BTL £40.95
this 100% pinot noir gets its deep salmon hue from skin contact and is all the more interesting for it.
a serious rose showing wild strawberry notes and a concentrated length. 4 stars. decanter magazine.

SPARKLING
PROSECCO PRIMEVAL COLLE EUGANEI (ITALY) | £25.95 BTL
fresh, fruity, elegant and floral. wonderful aperitif. great bottle too
CA’ MORLIN “PROSECCO” ROSATO (ITALY) | £27.95 BTL
soft and fragrant with perfume of strawberries and a long creamy mouthfeel.
PERLUGO SPARKLING VERDICCHIO (ITALY) (ORGANIC/VEGAN/BIODYNAMIC) | BTL £29.95
clean, fresh aromas of strawberry fields that goes on forever (pun intended, sorry!) with lovely savoury notes.
CLOUDY BAY PELORUS (NEW ZEALAND) | BTL £34.95
cloudy bay? over hyped? undoubtedly. but in this case, deservedly. pelorus is a blend of 3 vintages which is further matured
in the bottle for over 2 more years prior to release. very elegant, with those delicious biscuit flavours commonly
associated with top quality champagne. damn fine stuff!
PETER LEHMAN BLACK QUEEN SHIRAZ (AUSTRALIA) | BTL £38.95
iconic aussie sparkling shiraz named in honour of the queen of sheba. hints of chocolate and dark cherry,
lead onto an explosion of dark exotic fruits on the palate. harmonious, complex, beautifully integrated brooding monster
(i’m thinking karloff in frankenstein here…)

WINES BY THE BOTTLE
WHITES
SULA SAUVIGNON BLANC (INDIA) £26.95
where else in manchester will you find great indian wine?? (answers on a postcard please). truly unique and outstanding quality.
incredibly intense on nose and palate- coriander, green pepper, asparagus, with a distinctly smoky edge. “refreshing,
fruit driven white”- neil sowerby. manchester confidential.
VERDICCHIO BARONE PIZZINI (ITALY) £27.95
(organic/vegan/biodynamic)
outstanding quality! steely dry, complex, mineral and intense, with flavours of ripe pears,
honey and nutmeg and remarkable length. didn’t use quote marks there, but that’s what the wine gang said
about a previous vintage, this one is even better!
SANTA TRESA GRILLO/VIOGNIER (ITALY) £27.95
(organic/vegan)
a lovely blend here. the lemon zest acidity of the (70%) grillo is tempered by the waxy, peachy viognier.
ripe and well balanced.
MISSION GEWURZTRAMINER (NEW ZEALAND) £28.95
from new zealand’s oldest winery, this off-dry white has all the floral, fresh zippy spiciness you expect from this grape,
with a medium intensity that will appeal to gewürztraminer
aficionados and novices alike!
WALNUT BLOCK SAUVIGNON (NEW ZEALAND) £29.95
(vegetarian/organic)
hand harvested limited release which displays delicacy and finesse whilst capturing the intense marlborough character.
one third ageing in old french oak barrels adds depth and
complexity. superb…
TERRA D’ALTER TELHAS (PORTUGAL) £37.95
tda’s top white. oak aged viognier. quite simply, astonishing wine. beautiful, intense, creamy and vibrant apricot fruit
with notes of honeysuckle and a fabulous balancing minerality. if this was french, it would be £100. seriously.
GAIA ESTATE , WILD FERMENT ASSYRTIKO (GREECE) £40.95
blimey, this is like an aegean puligny montrachet-elegant oak, a spray of chalky notes, lemony hints begin to bloom,
along with tight green herbal scents that keep it fresh and lively, graceful and powerful.
BOURGOGNE BLANC ‘LES SETILLES’ LEFLAIVE (FRANCE) £46.95
blended from top vineyard sites in mersault and puligny
montrachet, no wonder this wine is such a great balance of ripe fig, peach, hazelnut, vanilla toastiness.
long and memorable.
PULIGNY MONTRACHET LOUIS CHAVY, BURGUNDY (FRANCE) £69.95
classic wine from a classic winemaker in a classic region.
extraordinarily balanced, emphasising the classic minerality of this most famous region.
utterly stunning and complex.

WINES BY THE BOTTLE
REDS
INSIEME NERO D’AVOLA (ITALY) £26.95
(organic/vegan)
super soft and supple, with juicy damson and blackberry fruits plentiful on the palate. no added sulphur means the purity of the wine shines through. “insieme”means
‘together’ and refers to the collaboration with stellar, south africa’s fair-trade winery. free nelson mandela with every bottle
TORREMORON TEMPRANILLO (RIBERA DEL DUERO) £25.95
“an excllent bargain...80-100 year old vines..deep ruby/purple..copius notes of black cherry jam, liquorice, blackberries and subtle hints of earth, pepper and meat. full
bodied, rich, ‘bargain of the year’ in my tastings. 92/100.” robert parker, -the wine advocate.
BEAUJOLAIS VILLAGES VIELLES VIGNES, CHATELARD (FRANCE) £25.95
99% of all known nightmares are connected with beaujolais nouveau. which is uniformly filth and has toxified
the beaujolais name for decades. this needs to change, starting now!! this wine is loaded with ripe cherryish fruit and clean, refreshing minerality. clean as a whistle. gorgeous. this is what the gamay grape can do.
L’ECUYER DE CORONNEAU, BORDEAUX (FRANCE) £26.95
(organic/vegan)
you know, if nothing else, this wine is worth buying just so you can discuss what the man-horse label is all about- maybe subtle depths of silky, dark, forest fruits, velvet
texture and soft, enveloping tannins will enlighten you. i’m sure two or three bottles will provide some answers.
SANTA TRESA FRAPPATO (ITALY) £27.95
(organic/vegetarian)
an indigenous sicilian grape, this is a real treat. wild strawberry and cherry aromas and flavours. light to medium body, but with a real intensity of flavour.
a faint hint of cinnamon spice rounds this off beautifully.
VINEA CRIANZA CIGALES FINCA MUSEUM (SPAIN) £28.95
cigales is just up the road from ribera del duero, a short distance from being a lot more expensive. intense bouquet, expressive and complex,
with powerful ripe red fruits. complex layering of dark cherries, plum, cocoa, vanilla, cocnut and mocha nuances. elegant, velvety, ripe and rich.
BERTON RESERVE “COONAWARRA” CABERNET SAUVIGNON (AUSTRALIA) £29.95
a wine of restrained power with an intenseripe berry bouquet and hints of chocolate and liquorice. the palate fills with crushed blackcurrant flavours over the
typical herbaceous notes of eucalyptus and mint, well matched by creamy french oak. a classic coonawarra cabernet.
DOMAINE JEAN BOUSQUET MALBEC RESERVA (ARGENTINA) £30.95
(organic/vegetarian)
welcome my friends. welcome to my chocolate factory…the previous 2 vintages were on oz clarke’s top 100 wines
(best buying guide 2011) and these guys just keep walking off with medals at the international wine challenge.
their standard malbec previously won gold, but this reserva, however, is a more complex beast. a subtle and beguiling palate of
damson fruit, spice, leather and dark chocolate notes. as it opens out, the wine becomes even more complex and soooo rewarding.
one to investigate, time and time again.
GAIA NEMEA AGIORITIKO (GREECE) £36.95
single estate, hand picked grapes matured in french oak casks for 14-16 months. simply amazing wine. great depth and
complexity, with loads of black and red fruits with powerful yet smooth tannins. one of the greatest wines of the mediterranean.
DOMAINE JEAN BOUSQUET MALBEC GRANDE RESERVA (ARGENTINA) £46.95
(organic/vegetarian)
this really is the dog’s potatoes, cat’s furry mittens, etc, etc. no wonder it won the iwc tupungato trophy not long ago. this is the
zenith, the apex of malbec, complex, rich black fruits, violets, spice, vanilla, tar, leather, keep swirling this in the glass and marvel
at the ever-changing myriad of aromas and flavours. “chocolate, leather, spice, dark plums, all in perfect balance.
” neil sowerby-manchester confidential.
AMARONE VALPOLICELLA DELLE CLASSICO, TERRE DI CARIANO, CECILIA BERETTA (VENETO, ITALY) £79.95
brooding and intense, this stunnning example of amarone (the king of italian red’s) won the ultimate 3 bicchiere award from the
prestigious gambero rosso. intense aromas of blackcurrant, bitter almonds and warm spice with a looooooooong chocolatey finish.
so good, it’s become a bit of a legend.

BEERS, ALES & CIDERS
AT BAKERIE, WE LOVE TO KEEP UP TO DATE WITH THE EXCITING EVOLUTION OF CRAFT BEER AND LOCAL BREWERIES SO ASK YOUR SERVER WHAT
BOTTLED DELIGHTS & CASK ARE CURRENTLY TICKLING OUR FANCY

DRAUGHT
BECKS VIER £3.85
ESTRELLA DAMM £4.25
KIRIN ICHIBAN £4.45
ERDINGER WEISS £4.60
BOMBARDIER £3.45
STOWFORDS PRESS £4.10
GUEST ALE - ASK YOUR SERVER
GUEST LAGER – ASK YOUR SERVER

PACKAGED BEERS
PERONI - £4.00
CORONA - £4.10
BROOKLYN - £4.35
KONA BIG WAVE - £4.80
REKORDERLIG APPLE - £4.60
REKORDERLIG STRAWBERRY & LIME - £4.60
BECKS BLUE (NON ALCOHOLIC) - £2.80

SOFT DRINKS
FRUIT JUICE (APPLE/ORANGE/PINEAPPLE/CRANCERRY) - £2.30
RED BULL - £2.60
FENTIMANS GINGER BEER 275ML - £2.90
MINERAL WATER (STILL OR SPARKLING) 330ML - £2.00
MINERAL WATER (STILL OR SPARKLING) 750ML - £3.00
TONIC WATER/SLIMLINE TONIC/BITTER LEMON/TOMATO JUICE - £2.00
GINGER ALE / BITTER LEMON / TOMATO JUICE - £1.20.

SPIRITS LIST
VODKA

TEQUILA

STOLICHNAYA: £3.60

SAUZA HORNITOS REPOSADO: £3.75

STOLICHNAYA FLAVOURS: £3.70

PATRON XO CAFE: £3.95

ZUBROWKA: £3.80

DON JULIO BLANCO: £4.50

CIROC: £4.50

DON JULIO ANEJO: £4.60

SNOW LEOPARD: £4.80

HERRADURA ANEJO: £4.50

STOLICHNAYA ELIT: £4.80

RUM: WHITE
BRUGAL ESPECIAL: £3.60

RUM: GOLD

GIN
TANQUERAY: £3.60
HAYMANS DRY GIN: £3.60
HAYMANS SLOE GIN: £3.60
HAYMANS OLD TOM: £3.90
PORTOBELLO ROAD: £3.90

BRUGAL ANEJO: £3.60

MARTIN MILLERS: £4.00

APPLETON ESTATE VX: £3.80

HENDRICKS: £4.10

SANTA TRESA GRAN RESERVA: £3.80

TANQUERAY 10: £4.30

THE DUPPY SHARE: £3.95

BATHTUB GIN: £4.30

BRUGAL XV: £4.20

NO.3 GIN: £4.30

EL DORADO 12YR OLD: £4.70

MONKEY 47: £4.40

PYRAT XO: £4.80

GIN MARE: £4.40

RON ZACAPA 23 YR OLD: £5.70

LIGHTHOUSE GIN: £4.50

RON ZACAPA XO: £6.50

RUM: DARK
GOSLINGS BLACK SEAL: £3.70

BRANDY & COGNAC

GOLD OF MARITIUS: £3.95

COURVOISIER VS: £3.60

RUM: SPICED & FLAVOURED
SAILOR JERRY: £3.70
KOKO KANU: £3.70
KRACKEN BLACK SPICED RUM: £3.80

COURVOISIER VSOP: £4.50
COURVOISIER XO: £7.80

SPIRITS LIST
WHISKEY & WHISKY

LIQUEURS, APERITIFS & VERMOUTHS

THE FAMOUS GROUSE: £3.60

SOUTHERN COMFORT: £3.60
DISARONNO: £3.60
TEICHENNE PEACH SCHNAPPS: £3.60
COINTREAU: £3.80
CHAMBORD: £3.80
BAILEYS: £3.80 (50ML)
FRANGELICO: £3.90
GALLIANO L’AUTENTICO: £3.60
GALLIANO RISTRETTO: £3.60
GRAND MARNIER: £3.90
ST GERMAINE ELDERFLOWER LIQUEUR: £3.90

THE BLACK GROUSE: £3.60
THE NAKED GROUSE: £3.70
MONKEY SHOULDER: £3.70
JOHNNIE WALKER BLACK LABEL: £3.80
TALISKER 10YR: £4.20
MACALLAN GOLD: £4.20
LAPHROIG: £4.50
SINGLETON OF DUFFTOWN: £5.00
BALVENIE CARIBBEAN CASK: £5.00

BENEDICTINE: £3.70
DRAMBUIE: £3.70

JOHNNIE WALKER GOLD LABEL: £5.50
JOHNNIE WALKER PLATINUM: £6.00
JIM BEAM WHITE: £3.60
JIM BEAM MAPLE: £3.70
JIM BEAM DEVIL CUT: £3.80
JIM BEAM RYE: £3.80
MAKERS MARK: £3.90
KNOB CREEK 9YR: £4.00
ELIJAH CRAIG 12YR OLD: £4.50
JAMESONS: £3.60
BUSHMILLS: £3.80
KILBEGGAN: £3.90
GREEN SPOT: £4.50
SUNTORY YAMAZAKI 12YR OLD: £6.50
SUNTORY HIBIKI 17YR OLD: £7.00

CAMPARI: £3.60
APEROL: £3.90 (50ML)
FERNET BRANCA: £3.60
JAGERMEISTER: £3.60
LUXARDO SAMBUCA: £3.70
LUXARDO NERA: £3.70
LIMONCELLO LUXARDO: £3.60
LA FEE ABSINTHE: £4.20
NOILLY PRATT: £3.40
LILLET BLANC: £3.90
ANTICA FORMULA: £3.40
BELSAZAR DRY: £3.90
BELSAZAR RED: £3.90
CALVADOS: £3.90
COCKBURNS RUBY PORT: £3.20

WINE WEDNESDAY @ BAKERIE
DOUBLE YOUR CREDIT EVERY WEDNESDAY
WHEN YOU PLAY OUR WINE JUKEBOX!
SO YOU SPEND £10 AND GET £20 WORTH
OF FANTASTIC WINES TO TASTE!

ASK AT THE BAR FOR OUR CURRENT SELECTION.

CONTACT ERIC @ BAKERIE
FOR MORE INFO

45 LEVER STREET NQ
MANCHESTER, M1 1DN
0161 236 9014
INFO@BAKERIE.CO.UK
BAKERIE.CO.UK

BAKERIEMANCHESTER

